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Asset Management of Your Transformer Fleet-
New Software Allows Utilities to Take All Their 
DGA Data, Merge This Data Together and 
Make Real-Time Decisions on the Health of 
their Transformers

Why Consider Data Management and Diagnostic Tools?



Overwhelmed with growing amounts of DGA data?

What tools do I use 

to correlate lab, field 

and monitor DGA 

data and easily 

interpret the data???



How are you working with DGA data today?



Look and Sound Familiar?



How About With a Mixed Fleet of Online Transformer 
Monitors?

How can you process

and correlate data from 

a mixed fleet of 

transformer monitors??

It might be back to 

spreadsheets!!!

“Brand X” Monitor

Morgan Schaffer 

Monitor



Inside View Diagnostic Software 

Developed by renowned experts in DGA analysis

Trusted and preferred globally by industry leaders and that number is 

growing!

100% compatible with lab field data, other brands of monitors, Morgan 

Schaffer monitors, and Morgan Schaffer portable field units

IT friendly with both onsite (on your server) and cloud based (100% 

secure) deployment models

Software uses a web browser for intelligent workflow

Facilitates a “condition based” maintenance model vs a time based 

maintenance model



Case Study: Major Utility

Before Inside View

Transformer and DGA analysis was 

all performed with an insufficient tool

Data from multiple sources (lab, field 

and monitor) was extracted manually, 

input manually and calculated

Method was prone to errors

Difficult to spot trends in the data

Difficult to calculate ratios, Duval 

Triangles and other methods of DGA 

analysis quickly

Time consuming

After Inside View

Inside View accepted data from 

multiple sources (field, lab and 

monitor) and quickly calculated DGA 

analysis data

Ratios and other methods (Duval, 

Key Gas) of DGA engineers were 

calculated quickly and accurately

Major utility reported major time 

savings, allowing analysts to focus on 

other tasks

ROI was unquestionable!



How did the utility achieve this?

Installed and evaluated Inside View on a intranet server using actual 

lab and monitor data

Compared manually calculated results with the results compiled with 

Inside View and found the results from Inside View to be very 

correlated

Engineers were trained by Morgan Schaffer on the workflows required 

to achieve the DGA results they were looking for, so the analysts 

quickly were able to utilize the Inside View tool to show value and save 

time

Engineers contacted Morgan Schaffer when any questions arose and 

Morgan Schaffer responded quickly with solutions and answers



Basic Workflow

Inside View Software, can load on your Windows 

server or be based in the cloud!

Lab Data

Field Units

Morgan

Schaffer

Monitors

“Other” 

Monitors

DGA Reports, 

Trends at your 

fingertips!!!



Instant Results!

DGA Data

Inside View 

Analysis Engine

Powerful charts and 

visualizations in 

seconds!



Quickly observe trends and gas level changes

Instantly observe the 

dissolved gas level 

changes, rate of change, 

and trending!



Custom and Standard Alarm Sets

Condition assessment for 

transformer assets by 

using customized or 

standard alarm sets!



Measure oil 

quality using 

an index!



Paper Degradation Report

Understand state of 

insulating winding

papers at a click!



Duval Triangle Plotting with Specific Samples

Plot Duval Triangles with 

one sample or all 

samples!



Inside View as a Valuable Tool

Save Time and Money!
Aging fleets require more maintenance and complex data analysis

Inside View simplifies interpretation and allows for simultaneous decisions on multiple 
assets

Make decisions early and reduce negative impacts and costs!




